If A is a C*-algebra, if A1 is a Banach A-module, and if J is the annihilator of A" in A, then the cohomology space Jf "(A, X*) is isomorphic to Jif"(AjJ, X*) for each positive integer n.
B. E. Johnson [5, Proposition 1.8] has shown that if A is a Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity and if A is a Banach Amodule, then Xx={axb:x e X; a, b e A} is a closed neo-unital submodule of X and Jf n(A, X*) is isomorphic to .Wn(A,Xf). In particular this result shows that in calculating cohomologies of dual Banach modules for C*-algebras attention may be restricted to neo-unital modules. Since each closed (two-sided) ideal in a C*-algebra has a bounded approximate identity [2, Propositions 1.8.2 and 1.7.2] our result shows that for C*-algebras and dual Banach modules attention may be restricted to faithful modules. If^4 isa Banach algebra, if A is a Banach A-module, and if y is a closed ideal in A annihilating X, then there is a natural homomorphism Q, which is defined in Theorem 1, from J?n(AjJ, X*) into Jfn(A,X*). Under the additional assumption that J has a bounded approximate identity, this homomorphism Q is an isomorphism (Theorem 1). In Remark 4 we give an elementary example to show that an additional assumption on J is necessary if the conclusion of Theorem 1 is to hold.
I am grateful to B. E. Johnson for a preprint of [5] , and I acknowledge a C.S.I.R. travel grant.
If A is a Banach algebra, if Ais a Banach ^-module, and if« is a positive integer, we let ^n(A, X*) denote the Banach space of continuous «-linear mappings from A into X*, the dual of A (our notation and definitions are from [5] ). Recall that Sfn(A, X*) is the dual space of a Banach space Aé'A®-■ -®A®X (see [5] ). We also give X* the dual ^-module structure from the Banach ^-module X by defining af and fa for a in A and/in X* by (af, x) = (/, xa) and (fa, x) = (f, ax) for all x in X. The mapping ón from &n~\A, X*) to &n(A,X*) is defined by
for F in ££n-\A, X*), which we take to be X* when «-1=0, and for ax, ■ ■ ■ , an in A. Then ¿>"+1<5n=0, and we let Ffn(A, X*) = Ker ón+1/Im ôn.
We use the same ô" for all algebras and modules. We say that an ideal / in a Banach algebra A annihilates a Banach /1-module X if ax=xa=0 for all a'mJ and x in X. If the closed ideal / annihilates X, we regard X as a Banach ^/F-module by defining (a+J)x=ax and Jc(a+/)=A:a for all a in A and * in X. for all T in £?n-\A, SF-{A\J, X*)) and all au ■ ■ ■ , an in A.
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Proof. A routine calculation using equations (1), (2), and (3) shows that (4) v>B+1d« = ô»+*fn for n a positive integer. Applying equation (4) with n replaced by n-l we observe that the mapping % is weil defined. Using (4) as it stands we observe that x maps jen~1(A,^1(AjJ, X*)) into Jtn(A, X*). We now use the bounded approximate identity in J to show that % is an isomorphism.
We shall show that there is an R in Sfn-\A, X*) with
if an is in J. If we have found such an R, then equation (5) implies that T-ônR is in the image of y", and so there is a P in 2>n~1(A, Sei(AjJ, X*)) with ipnP=T-ônR. From equation (4) we obtain Vn+1ènP = ó»+y¿» = ó"+1(r -ônR) = 0, and thus o"P=0 because y>"+x is a monomorphism. Therefore y. is an epimorphism. Let Tbe in ¿? n(A, X*) with on+1T=0, and let {e,} be a bounded approximate identity in J. Now ¿if "(A, X*) may be regarded as the dual space of A®' • -®A®X, where there are n-copies of A, and under this identification the weak-*-topology on ¿£"'(A, X*) is generated by the seminorms S-*(S(ax, • • ■ , an), x) where (•, •) denotes the pairing of A and X*, and ax,---,an are in A and x is in X (see [5, §1] ). Now {T(-, • • • , ex)} is a bounded net in ^n_1(A, X*) and hence has a subnet convergent in the weak-*-topology of .S"1-1 (A, X*). For convenience, we take {T(-, ■ ■■ , ea)} itself to be convergent in the weak-*-topology to an element (-l)n+1R in =Sf"-1(yi, X*). All limits in this proof are over the directed set corresponding to the net {ej and are in the weak-*-topology in X*.
Using ¿n+17'(a1, We shall now prove that x is one-to-one. We let F be in n-l(A,Sex(A\J,X*)) with ipnT=ànS where S is some element of ££n~x(A, X*). We shall obtain an R in Sen~2(A, X*) such that (6) (S -ô»-iR)(ai, ■■■, an_x) = 0 if an_x is in J. Having found such an 7? there is a F in Sen~2(A, &\A\J, X*)) such that fn_1P=S-ô"~1R. From this and equation (4) we obtain y>nT=ônS=ôny)n_iP+ônôn-lR=ynon-1P. Because y>n is a monomorphism, F is equal to ôn~1P.
We let F be in ^^(A, <e\A\J, X*)) with fnT=ónS where 5 is some element o{^Cn~1(A, X*). As in the above proof that x is an epimorphism, there is a bounded approximate identity {ex} in/and an 7? in££'n~2(A, X*) such that Proof of Theorem 1. The definitions of 0 and dn imply that o"6=dôn. Thus the mapping Q, defined in the statement of the theorem, is a well defined homomorphism from ^n(A\J, X*) into Jf n(A, X*). We shall prove that Q is an isomorphism by induction on n over all Banach /1-modules that are annihilated by J. Each of these isomorphisms is the natural one arising from the quotient AjJ. Thus Q is an isomorphism for n+l. This completes the proof.
Our corollary generalizes [4, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2] from «=1 and 2 to any positive integer n.
Corollary
3. Let Abe a Banach algebra in which each closed cofinite ideal has a bounded approximate identity. IfX is a finite dimensional Banach A-module and n is a positive integer, then Jfn(A, A)={0}.
Proof. The annihilator J of X is a closed cofinite ideal in A, and X is the dual of the Banach ,4-module X*. By Theorem 1, we have Jfn(A, X) isomorphic to Jfn(AjJ, X). An ideal in AjJ is of the form IjJ, where / is a closed cofinite ideal in A containing J. Since / has a bounded approximate identity, I2 is equal to /by Cohen's Factorization Theorem [1] . This shows that AjJ is a finite dimensional semisimple algebra. As every «-linear operator from AjJ into X is continuous, Jfn(AjJ, X) coincides with Hochschild's cohomology groups [3] for the A //-module X. Hochschild's «th-cohomology group for the AjJ-module X is null [3, Theorem 4.1], and so 3fn(A~, X)={0).
Remark 4. We now outline an example which shows that some assumption on J like that of a bounded approximate identity is necessary if the conclusion of Theorem 1 is to hold. Let Abe a (finite dimensional) Banach space, and let X have the zero product (xy=0 for all x, y in X). Let A be the Banach algebra obtained by adjoining an identity to X, and let the ideal J be X. We regard X as an ^-module with the natural module operations. Then AjJ is equal to Cl, and so ^x(AjJ, X*) is zero as may be proved in a number of ways (for example [3, Theorem 4.1] ). However for the algebra A we obtain Im Ô1 is {0}, and Ker ô2 is £Pl(J, X*), so that ¿e^(A, X*)=SP(J, X*) and the conclusion of Theorem 1 does not hold.
